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The Rise of Magicks Nora Roberts 2019-11-26 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Year One and Of Blood and Bone concludes her
stunning new trilogy praised as “A match for end-of-the-world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand.” After the sickness known as the Doom
destroyed civilization, magick has become commonplace, and Fallon Swift has spent her young years learning its ways. Fallon cannot live in
peace until she frees those who have been preyed upon by the government or the fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked up in
laboratories, brutalized for years on end. She is determined to save even those who have been complicit with this evil out of fear or
weakness—if, indeed, they can be saved. Strengthened by the bond she shares with her fellow warrior, Duncan, Fallon has already succeeded
in rescuing countless shifters and elves and ordinary humans. Now she must help them heal—and rediscover the light and faith within
themselves. For although from the time of her birth, she has been The One, she is still only one. And as she faces down an old nemesis, sets
her sights on the enemy’s stronghold, and pursues her destiny—to finally restore the mystical shield that once protected them all—she will need
an army behind her...
Black Hills Nora Roberts 2009-07-07 In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Nora Roberts takes readers deep into the rugged hills of South
Dakota, where the shadows keep secrets, hunters stalk the land, and a friendship matures into something more.... Cooper Sullivan spent the
summers of his youth on his grandparents’ South Dakota ranch, sharing innocent games and stolen kisses with the neighbor girl, Lil Chance.
Now, twelve years after they last walked together hand in hand, fate has brought them back to the Black Hills. Though the memory of Coop’s
touch still haunts her, Lil has let nothing stop her dream of opening the Chance Wildlife Refuge, but something—or someone—has been keeping
a close watch. When small pranks and acts of destruction escalate into a heartless attack on Lil’s beloved cougar, memories of an unsolved
murder have Coop springing to action to keep Lil safe. Both of them know the natural dangers that lurk in the wild landscape of the Black Hills.
But a killer of twisted and unnatural instincts has singled them out as prey....
Genuine Lies Nora Roberts 2015-02-05 Eve Benedict is a legend: a movie goddess with two Oscars, four ex-husbands and a legion of lovers
to her name. She knows the truth behind every Hollywood scandal - and now she's planning to tell all in a no-holds-barred memoir. But telling
the truth can be a dangerous business, especially in a town built on dreams and secrets. Eve's stepson Paul Winthrop is worried that the book
will only bring trouble. But he can't argue with Eve's choice of ghostwriter, the talented and very beautiful Julia Summers. As Paul and Julia
clash over Eve's book, they also have to fight a deep and growing attraction to each other. Struggling against their intense feelings, they don't
realise they are also tangled in a very dark plot. Eve has one last, great secret to reveal - and it will put them all in danger . . .
Carolina Moon Nora Roberts 2001-04-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a novel of redemption and suspense,
as a woman haunted by the unsolved murder of her childhood friend returns to her small South Carolina hometown. . . . Tory Bodeen grew up in
a run-down house where her father ruled with an iron fist and a leather belt—and where her dreams and talents had no room to flourish. Her one
escape was her neighbor Hope, who lived in the big house just a short skip away, and whose friendship allowed Tory to be something she
wasn’t allowed to be at home: a child. Then Hope was brutally murdered, and everything fell apart. Now, as she returns to Progress with plans
to settle in and open a stylish home-design shop, Tory is determined to find a measure of peace and free herself from the haunting visions of the
past. As she forges a new bond with Cade Lavelle—Hope’s older brother and the heir to the family fortune—she isn’t sure whether the tragic
loss they share will unite them or drive them apart. But she is willing to open her heart, just a little, and try. But living so close to those unhappy
memories will be more difficult and frightening than Tory could ever have expected. Because Hope’s murderer is nearby as well. . . . “Roberts
may have achieved her personal best in this tense Southern Gothic. As atmospheric and unsettling as a Tennessee Williams play. . . . This is
romantic drama at its best.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Gabriel's Angel Nora Roberts 2021-04-20 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, Gabriel’s Angel tells the heartwarming
story of a recluse receiving the gift of love to brighten his holiday season—and his life. Tragedy drove Gabriel Bradley into isolation. A secluded
cabin, far from those who failed him, provides the shelter his broken heart requires to heal and the space he needs to nurture his works of art.
Then in the midst of a blizzard, a very pregnant Laura Malone appears on his doorstep, shivering from more than the cold. His mysterious,
beautiful guest—willing to risk her life to protect her unborn child—is clearly in danger. And as Gabriel reluctantly cares for Laura, she returns
his attentions with affection and passion, restoring his ability to hope, dream, and to love once again.
Love Beyond Reason Sandra Brown 2014-12-02 Katherine Adams said she'd never make her sister Mary's mistakes. Mary's fairy-tale marriage
into the wealthy, powerful Manning dynasty had turned into a nighmare of abuse. Then, on the night her playboy husband was killed in a car
accident, Mary died in childbirth. Now savvy, smart, and very angry Katherine vowed to never let a Manning, any Manning, near Mary's child -not even the dashing, charismatic oil man who showed up at her door. Katherine wanted to believe Jason Manning wasn't like his ruthless
family. But secrets and lies were part of his heritage. And Katherine could be destroyed by a truth she was afraid to face...and a man she could
not resist.
Brazen Virtue Nora Roberts 2011-11-22 NOW THE NETFLIX FILM BRAZEN, STARRING ALYSSA MILANO From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a novel that explores the dangerous side of desire, when a mystery writer in search of a little peace and
quiet instead finds herself ensnared in the world of a real-life serial killer whose craving for murder stops at nothing . . . and no one. After a
demanding book tour, superstar mystery novelist Grace McCabe decides to visit her sister, Kathleen, who’s embroiled in a custody battle after a
bitter divorce. Arriving in D.C., Grace is shocked to find Kathleen living in a run-down neighborhood and, hoping to afford a hotshot lawyer,

supplementing her meager teacher’s salary by moonlighting as a phone sex operator. According to Kathleen, Fantasy, Inc., guarantees its
employees ironclad anonymity. But Grace has her doubts—which are confirmed one horrifying cherry-blossom-scented night when one of
Fantasy, Inc.’s operators is murdered. As Grace is drawn to help solve the crime, her life turns into a scene from one of her own books. Yet as
one of her biggest fans, investigator Ed Jackson, warns her: This isn’t fiction. Real people die—and Grace could be next. For she’s hoping to
trap a killer more twisted than anything she could imagine. And not even Ed may be able to protect her from a rendezvous with lust and death.
Hidden Riches Nora Roberts 1995-05-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts unveils the intriguing world of antiques dealing,
where an independent woman discovers the price of breathless desire—and the schemes of an obsessed killer… Dora Conroy has a passion
for antiques—and any other rarities she can acquire for her quaint Philadelphia shop. A seasoned dealer, she knows all the tricks of the trade.
But she is unprepared for the deadly consequences when she purchases a few curiosities at an auction—and unknowingly brings home a
priceless cache that makes her the target of an international criminal. Entwined in a reckless chase, Dora turns to her new neighbor, Jed
Skimmerhorn, a cop who’s turned in his badge—and whose desire for lovely Dora puts him back in the line of fire. Fighting their attraction while
falling in love, they find that hidden riches can have a most ordinary façade. And that possession can be a lethal obsession…
Sweet Revenge Nora Roberts 2009-12-30 “You can’t bottle wish fulfillment, but Nora Roberts certainly knows how to put it on the page.”—The
New York Times At twenty-five, Princess Adrianne lives a life most people would envy. Beautiful and elegant, she spends her days dabbling in
charities and her nights floating from one glamorous gala to the next. But her pampered-rich-girl pose is a ruse, a carefully calculated effort to
hide a dangerous truth. For ten years Adrianne has lived for revenge. As a child, she could only watch the cruelty hidden behind the facade of
her parents’ fairy-tale marriage. Now she has the perfect plan to make her famous father pay. She will take possession of the one thing he
values above all others—The Sun and the Moon, a fabled necklace beyond price. Yet just as she is poised to take her vengeance, she meets a
man who seems to divine her every secret. Clever, charming, and enigmatic, Philip Chamberlain has his own private reasons for getting close to
Princess Adrianne. And only when it’s too late will she see the hidden danger . . . as she finds herself up against two formidable men—one with
the knowledge to take her freedom, the other with the power to take her life. Praise for Sweet Revenge “Move over, Sidney Sheldon: the world
has a new master of romantic suspense, and her name is Nora Roberts.”—Rex Reed “Her stories have fueled the dreams of twenty-five million
readers.”—Entertainment Weekly
Genuine Lies Nora Roberts 2009-07-22 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts weaves scandal, celebrity secrets, and murder into
an explosive novel of Hollywood almost too wicked not to be true: the story of a legendary actress who knows too much—and the woman she’s
chosen to reveal it all. . . . Eve Benedict is the kind of subject who could make any biographer’s career. Last of the movie goddesses, she has
two Oscars, four ex-husbands, and a legion of lovers, both famous and infamous. Now she is ready to write a tell-all memoir that has even
Hollywood’s richest and most powerful worried. Julia Summers never dreamed of being chosen to tell Eve’s story. But even if it means
transplanting herself and her ten-year-old son from their quiet life in Connecticut to the withering limelight of Beverly Hills, it’s an opportunity too
great to pass up. But Julia never imagined how far someone would go to keep Eve Benedict’s book from being published . . . until she discovers
just how dark Eve’s secrets are. And the one man Julia hopes she can trust—Eve’s stepson, Paul Winthrop—may have the most to gain if his
stepmother’s story is never told . . . and if Julia’s life ends before she can write a word of the truth. “Roberts does a beautiful job weaving
together the movie star’s tittilating tales and the love story that develops.”—USA Today
From the Heart Nora Roberts 2000-06-01 In this stunning collection of three of her favorite stories, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts illuminates the dreams that lead us toward destiny—and the desires that rule over our hearts… TONIGHT AND ALWAYS When a
renowned anthropologist agrees to help a writer research his new novel, she isn't prepared for the passion their collaboration sparks... A
MATTER OF CHOICE An international smuggling ring traps a beautiful antiques dealer and a New York City cop in a web of danger and
desire... ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS Two Washington television reporters try to protect their love from their own professional rivalry—and the
hazards of their celebrity...
The Obsession Nora Roberts 2016-04-12 The riveting novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Liar. “She stood in the
deep, dark woods, breath shallow and cold prickling over her skin despite the hot, heavy air. She took a step back, then two, as the urge to run
fell over her.” Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar,
Naomi revealed the horrible extent of her father’s crimes and made him infamous. No matter how close she gets to happiness, she can’t outrun
the sins of Thomas David Bowes. Now a successful photographer living under the name Naomi Carson, she has found a place that calls to her,
a rambling old house in need of repair, thousands of miles away from everything she’s ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the solitude, but
the kindly residents of Sunrise Cove keep forcing her to open up—especially the determined Xander Keaton. Naomi can feel her defenses
failing, and knows that the connection her new life offers is something she’s always secretly craved. But the sins of her father can become an
obsession, and, as she’s learned time and again, her past is never more than a nightmare away.
Under Currents Nora Roberts 2019-07-09 For both Zane and Darby, their small town roots hold a terrible secret. Now, decades later, they've
come together to build a new life. But will the past set them free or pull them under? Zane Bigelow grew up in a beautiful, perfectly kept house in
North Carolina’s Blue Ridge Mountains. Strangers and even Zane’s own aunt across the lake see his parents as a successful surgeon and his
stylish wife, making appearances at their children’s ballet recitals and baseball games. Only Zane and his sister know the truth, until one brutal
night finally reveals cracks in the facade, and Zane escapes for college without a thought of looking back... Years later, Zane returns to his
hometown determined to reconnect with the place and people that mean so much to him, despite the painful memories. As he resumes life in
the colorful town, he meets a gifted landscape artist named Darby, who is on the run from ghosts of her own. Together they will have to teach
each other what it means to face the past, and stand up for the ones they love.
8 Sandpiper Way Debbie Macomber 2014 When Pastor Dave Flemming is accused of stealing jewelry from a recently deceased elderly
woman, his wife, Emily, does not know what to believe, especially when she finds an earring in his pocket.
The Right Path Nora Roberts 2021-04-20 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, “the queen of romantic suspense” (Columbus
Dispatch), delivers a riveting story of one woman’s descent into desire and danger in The Right Path. On a dream vacation in Greece, Morgan
James is enjoying the beautiful island paradise of sun, surf, and sand. That dream becomes a nightmare when she emerges from the ocean
after a midnight, moonlit swim to find herself face-to-face with a man wielding a knife. Warning her to say nothing to no one about his presence,
he vanishes. Morgan sees him the very next day, visiting the home of her hosts. Greek tycoon Nicholas Gregoras appears to be on a
mysterious mission and he needs Morgan to trust him. Undeniably attracted to and intrigued by Nicholas, she gives into his request only to find
herself targeted by some very dangerous people.
Reunion Nora Roberts 2004 Features "Once More with Feeling," in which Raven Williams agrees to work with the man who had once stolen
her heart, and "Treasures Lost, Treasures Found," in which Kate Hardesty reunites with a man she once left.
Genuine Lies Nora Roberts 1999
The Pagan Stone Nora Roberts 2008 In this thrilling conclusion to the Sign of Seven trilogy, three women and three men merge their powers to

battle the ultimate evil, proving that friendship, family, love, and passion is much stronger than the looming darkness. Original.
Suspicious Nora Roberts 2003 Presents trio of full-length novels, including "The Art of Deception," in which a woman falls for a sexy stranger
who is not what he seems, and "Night Moves," in which a young widow makes a grisly discovery in her back yard, sending her into the arms of
a gorgeous detective.
Ever After Nora Roberts 2011-10-06 An exclusive Nora Roberts short story. Allena has always struggled to get her life on track. And, true to
form, on a trip to Ireland she is distracted by a beautiful ancient pendant and a strange storm leaves her stranded on a distant island. Allena is
forced to take shelter with her rescuer: the rugged and surly Conal. But Conal is horrified to see Allena wearing the pendant - a sign that fate is
catching up with him. He fights it at every turn, but the enchanting Allena alters his life in ways he never thought possible.
Eight Classic Nora Roberts Romantic Suspense Novels Nora Roberts 2013-07-29 Her novels of explosive suspense and forbidden romance
“have fueled the dreams of twenty-five million readers,” raves Entertainment Weekly. Now, prepare to lose sleep with this addictive eBook
bundle from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, a collection of eight heart-stopping thrillers that explore the dangerous side of
desire: BRAZEN VIRTUE CARNAL INNOCENCE DIVINE EVIL GENUINE LIES HOT ICE PUBLIC SECRETS SACRED SINS SWEET
REVENGE A Manhattan socialite living at jet-set speed crosses a desperate man on the run—and finds herself caught in a deadly game that
leaves no survivors. . . . Troubling memories draw a renowned artist home to Maryland, where she must pay the price for digging up the secrets
of the past. . . . Floating from one glamorous gala to the next, a young woman trapped in the limelight meets a man who seems to divine her
every secret—just as she is poised to take a daring act of revenge. . . . And in an explosive tale of Hollywood, a legendary actress is ready to
reveal her darkest secrets in a tell-all memoir that has even L.A.’s richest and most powerful worried. In the hands of Nora Roberts, no one is
safe, nothing is as it seems—and one novel is never enough. Praise for Nora Roberts “A superstar . . . You can’t bottle wish-fulfillment, but Nora
Roberts certainly knows how to put it on the page.”—The New York Times “A consistently entertaining writer.”—USA Today “[Roberts] can
make romance seem fresh and hopeful every time.”—Time “Roberts is indeed a word artist, painting her stories and her characters with vitality
and verve.”—Los Angeles Daily News “The undisputed queen of romance.”—New York Post “Roberts continues to find new and clever ways to
flawlessly fuse thrilling suspense and sexy romance into captivating stories.”—Booklist
Sea Swept Nora Roberts 1998-01-01 Cameron, a champion boat racer, returns home to the Maryland shore at the behest of his dying father to
care for Seth, a troubled young boy
True Betrayals Nora Roberts 1996 Living at a Virginia horse farm with the mother she had never known, Kelsey Byden becomes involved with a
high-stakes gambler who raises troubling questions about her mother's past
I'll Always Have You Nora Roberts 2017-07-25 Once More With Feeling: "Musician Raven Williams was devastated when Brandon Carstairs
broke her heart five years ago. Now he's back, asking for her help cowriting the score for a major film--an opportunity she can't refuse. Despite
the undeniable heat between them, Raven vows to keep things strictly professional. But it's as if no time has passed at all--and with so much
lust hanging between them, it's hard not to melt..." -- Page [4] cover.
The Perfect Hope Nora Roberts 2014-07-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts completes the Inn BoonsBoro trilogy with a
novel of starting over and star-crosed love. Ryder is the hardest Montgomery brother to figure out—with a tough-as-nails exterior and possibly
nothing too soft underneath. He’s surly and unsociable, but when he straps on a tool belt, no woman can resist his sexy swagger. Except,
apparently, Hope Beaumont, the innkeeper of his own Inn BoonsBoro… The former manager of a D.C. hotel, Hope is now where she wants to
be—except for in her love life. Her only interaction with the opposite sex has been sparring with the infuriating Ryder, who always seems to get
under her skin. Still, no one can deny the electricity that crackles between them…a spark that ignited with a New Year’s Eve kiss. While the inn
is running smoothly, thanks to Hope’s experience and unerring instincts, her big-city past is about to make an unwelcome—and
embarrassing—appearance. Seeing Hope vulnerable stirs Ryder’s emotions and makes him realize that while Hope may not be perfect, she just
might be perfect for him… Don't miss the other books in the Inn BoonsBoro Trilogy The Next Always The Last Boyfriend
Carnal Innocence Nora Roberts 2009-08-26 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts provides a potent mix of small-town secrets,
scandalous romance, and down-home Southern atmosphere as a young woman searching for some bayou R&R finds herself entangled in a
serial killer’s wicked web. Burned out and still reeling from a love affair gone bad, world-class violinist Caroline Waverly goes to her
grandparents’ home in Innocence, Mississippi, for some much-needed rest and relaxation. Instead she finds herself overwhelmed all over
again—first by Tucker Longstreet, a charming local with a sideline in no-strings-attached relationships, and then by a deadlier, more disturbing
development. For Innocence is being stalked by its very own serial killer, whose brutal knife blows have pierced the veil of tranquillity in this
sleepy Southern town and left a trail of mutilated female corpses in their wake. When a federal agent arrives to investigate, the town’s deepest
secrets bubble to the surface and suspicion turns on Tucker as the most likely suspect. After Caroline finds the latest murder victim floating in
the murky waters behind her house, she too is inexorably drawn into the path of a crazed killer who may be closer than she could have ever
imagined.
Born in Fire Nora Roberts 2013-09-03 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents the first novel in the Irish Born
Trilogy—featuring three modern sisters bound by the timeless beauty of Ireland. Margaret Mary, the eldest Concannon sister, is a glass artist
with an independent streak as fierce as her volatile temper. Hand-blowing glass is a difficult and exacting art, and while she may produce the
delicate and the fragile, Maggie is a strong and opinionated woman, a Clare woman, with all the turbulence of that fascinating west country. One
man, Dublin gallery owner Rogan Sweeney, has seen the soul in Maggie’s art, and vows to help her build a career. When he comes to Maggie’s
studio, her heart is inflamed by their fierce attraction—and her scarred past is slowly healed by love… Don't miss the other books in the Irish
Born Trilogy Born in Ice Born in Shame
Beyond Eden Catherine Coulter 2000-10-01 A heart-stopping story of romantic suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author Catherine
Coulter. Lindsay Foxe is a successful model in New York, a woman who hides behind a new name to protect herself from a past of betrayal and
treachery and a present that becomes fraught with danger. The product of old San Francisco wealth, the daughter of a man who despises her,
her life is forever changed when she is brutally assaulted by her sister’s husband, and then rejected by her family. Lindsay is finally forced to
face up to her past when she meets S.C. Taylor, a tough ex-cop, turned private investigator and computer troubleshooter. He is hired to protect
her; but can he both win her trust and discover who is trying to kill her and why?
Lawless Nora Roberts 2020-09-15 A historical romance set in America’s Old West, Lawless is “a novel by Jackie MacNamara,” the book
written by the character in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’ Loving Jack. In the late 1800s, the Arizona Territory was an
unsettled, wild frontier traversed by the likes of Jake Redman. Prejudiced against for his partial Apache parentage, the gunslinger had little
patience for the civility practiced by Sarah Conway. Yet she brought more than polite manners from her east coast city society, possessing a
strength of character needed to make the western town of Lone Bluff her home—and an enticing, fiery passion as dangerous to Jake as
anything he ever faced with a six-gun.
Divine Evil Nora Roberts 2011-03-22 In this gripping novel of small-town scandal and sizzling passion, New York Times bestselling author

Nora Roberts tells the story of a renowned artist who confronts a mystery from her past—and finds that her family secrets have not been laid to
rest. Famed sculptor Clare Kimball has commanded the attention of the New York art world, but troubling memories from childhood have drawn
her home to Maryland, to the town where she grew up and where her father died so long ago in circumstances never really explained. Nothing
much has changed in Emmitsboro—except Cameron Rafferty, the onetime high-school bad boy turned town sheriff. The only hint of Cam’s wild
nature is the light in his eyes when he looks at Clare. In Cam’s strong arms Clare is seduced into falling in love—and into believing that her
small-town world is safe. But within the dark woods of Emmitsboro, something evil is spreading its poisonous power. Now Clare must pay the
price for digging up the secrets of the past . . . and confront an evil that may be unstoppable—because those who practice it believe it is divine.
Hot Ice Nora Roberts 2011-09-27 From New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a seductive novel of red hot passion and cold
hard cash, as a Manhattan socialite living at jet-set speed crosses a desperate man on the run—and finds herself trapped in a deadly game that
may have no winners or losers . . . or survivors. Reckless Whitney MacAllister possesses all the wealth and beauty every woman dreams of.
Streetwise Douglas Lord has the good looks and quick wits to be a success at his chosen profession: larceny. She has the cash and the
connections. He has the stolen documents leading to a fabulous hidden fortune. It is a business proposition, pure and simple. But the race to
find the treasure, from Manhattan to Madagascar, is only part of the game. For their fierce and dangerous attraction to each other soon
threatens to overwhelm them—unless their merciless and shadowy rivals kill them first.
Bright Stars Nora Roberts 2022-01-25 Once more with feeling originally published in 1983; Opposites attract originally published in 1992.
The Calhouns Nora Roberts 2014 On the rocky coast of Maine sits a magnificent family mansion that is home to a legend of long-lost love,
hidden emeralds and four sisters determined to save their home against all odds... Courting Catherine All hard-driving executive Trenton St.
James III had on his mind was business-making the final arrangements to buy a run-down old mansion on the coast of Maine. He wasn't
expecting any complications. And he definitely wasn't expecting anything like Catherine 'C.C.' Calhoun. This feisty, independent-minded young
woman bristled at the very thought of her family's most highly prized possession ending up as part of some faceless hotel chain. And she
seemed to bristle at the very sight of Trenton St. James, too. But all that was going to have to change, because Trent not only wanted her home,
he wanted her, too. And he wasn't a man who took no for an answer A Man For Amanda Amanda Calhoun had always been the sensible one,
forever struggling to keep her, well...eccentric family out of trouble. And the instant she laid eyes on architect Sloan O'Riley, she knew he was
trouble. So this arrogant, insufferable Harvard-educated cowboy thought he was going to turn her family's beloved - and slightly decrepit - home
into a hotel, did he? Well, she'd just see about that... Sloan seemed a little too interested in Calhoun family history - their famous missing
emeralds, for instance. He also seemed a little too interested in Amanda. The hotel was shaping up nicely under his oh-so-skilled hands. But it
was becoming clear that Amanda was what he most wanted to get those hands on...
Private Scandals Nora Roberts 1994-05-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a captivating novel set in the world of
television talk shows that reveals the ambitious dreams of a savvy young woman—and the dark obsessions that threaten all she’s worked for.
Deanna Reynolds had it all planned: She’d start out in the newsroom of a small Chicago station, then move up to host her own talk show. When
her mentor Angela Perkins leaves for New York, Deanna risks everything for the chance to replace Angela on the air. The network’s sexiest
journalist, Finn Riley, admires Deanna’s daring ambition. But soon they are caught up in the bitter backlash of Angela’s revenge—and they must
unmask the hidden betrayals of Deanna’s fiercest rival by taking the biggest risk of all....
Whiskey Beach Nora Roberts 2013-04-16 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts weaves together passion and obsession,
humor and heart, in a novel of two people opening themselves up to the truth—and to each other. For more than three hundred years, Bluff
House has sat above Whiskey Beach, guarding its shore—and its secrets. But to Eli Landon, it’s home. A Boston lawyer, Eli has weathered an
intense year of public scrutiny and police investigations after being accused of—but never arrested for—the murder of his soon-to-be ex-wife.
He finds sanctuary at Bluff House, even though his beloved grandmother is in Boston recuperating from a nasty fall. Abra Walsh is always there,
though. Whiskey Beach’s resident housekeeper, yoga instructor, jewelry maker and massage therapist, Abra is a woman of many
talents—including helping Eli take control of his life and clear his name. But as they become entangled in each other, they find themselves
caught in a net that stretches back for centuries—one that has ensnared a man intent on reaping the rewards of destroying Eli Landon once and
for all.
Island of Flowers Nora Roberts 2020-03-03 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts “is indeed a word artist” (Los Angeles Daily
News) as revealed in Island of Flowers, the story of a woman seeking to heal her past only to find an unexpected loving future. To visitors and
vacationers, Hawaii is a romantic paradise of palm trees and pristine beaches. To Laine Simmons, it is merely home to her father, a man she
has traveled far to see in hopes of repairing their estranged relationship. But Dillon O’Brian, her father’s young business partner, is getting too
familiar with Laine’s family matters, accusing her of seeking reparations over reconciliation. Dillon’s arrogance and audacity would be more off
putting if Laine didn’t find him more attractive and desirable whenever they meet...
Partners Nora Roberts 2020-12-08
Public Secrets Nora Roberts 2009-07-28 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts deftly blends romance and suspense in this
compelling novel of a woman whose career, marriage, and very life are threatened by the truth about her own past. Emma McAvoy may have
grown up in the limelight, but some secrets are hidden in a darkness no light can reach. Now on the verge of a successful career, and having
fallen in love with the man of her dreams, Emma is looking to the future. Yet it’s the past that is about to catch up with her. For Emma, her
childhood had been almost like a rags-to-riches fairy tale—until the tragic night that changed her family forever. But what Emma thinks she
knows about that terrible night and the man she’s about to marry is only half the truth. The other half is locked away in the last place she’d ever
think to look: her own memories. It’s a mystery a handsome and relentlessly driven homicide detective needs to solve in a case that’s haunted
him for years—and a secret someone will kill to keep.
Sacred Sins Nora Roberts 2010-08-31 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts serves up a sizzling novel of explosive suspense and
sensual romance as the search for a murderer ignites passion between a beautiful psychiatrist and the sexy, brooding detective determined to
crack the case. In the unbearable heat of another sultry Washington, D.C., summer, a serial killer is on the loose. Dr. Tess Court, one of the
capital’s most successful psychiatrists, wants nothing to do with the case—until the police convince her to lend a hand to the lead investigator,
legendary ladies’ man Detective Ben Paris. Scarred by his family’s history, Ben has even less use for shrinks than Tess has for him—but the
forces of animal magnetism and a shared desire to catch the demented criminal known as “The Priest” inexorably erode the walls they’ve built.
They’re opposites in so many ways, yet that seems only to fan the flames of attraction for which danger has supplied the spark. To stop a killer
who thinks he can absolve sins through murder, Ben will need every ounce of psychological insight Tess can offer him. And she’ll need the help
of a lawman willing to stare fear in the face if she’s going to avoid becoming the madman’s next victim.
Genuine Lies Nora Roberts 2010-01-05 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts weaves scandal, celebrity secrets, and murder into
an explosive novel of Hollywood almost too wicked not to be true: the story of a legendary actress who knows too much—and the woman she’s
chosen to reveal it all. . . . Eve Benedict is the kind of subject who could make any biographer’s career. Last of the movie goddesses, she has

two Oscars, four ex-husbands, and a legion of lovers, both famous and infamous. Now she is ready to write a tell-all memoir that has even
Hollywood’s richest and most powerful worried. Julia Summers never dreamed of being chosen to tell Eve’s story. But even if it means
transplanting herself and her ten-year-old son from their quiet life in Connecticut to the withering limelight of Beverly Hills, it’s an opportunity too
great to pass up. But Julia never imagined how far someone would go to keep Eve Benedict’s book from being published . . . until she discovers
just how dark Eve’s secrets are. And the one man Julia hopes she can trust—Eve’s stepson, Paul Winthrop—may have the most to gain if his
stepmother’s story is never told . . . and if Julia’s life ends before she can write a word of the truth. “Roberts does a beautiful job weaving
together the movie star’s tittilating tales and the love story that develops.”—USA Today
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